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the ability to accept multiple suggestions at once allowed us to reduce the number of clicks we had to
make, but it didn't solve the issue of whether or not grammarly should be allowed to make suggestions
in the first place. grammarly isnt a spelling or grammar checker, it is a writing assistant. however, the
reason why grammarly is able to make suggestions is because it works within the context of the text
youre typing. if we were to allow grammarly to make suggestions within the context of the text youre
typing, we wouldnt be able to write what we do. we would just be a grammar checker. we arent a
grammar checker, we are a writing assistant. we need to find a balance between allowing grammarly
to make suggestions while keeping them helpful, which means finding a way to help users reject the
suggestions they dont want. as we dug deeper, we were able to determine a way to identify the text
within the context of the document, and to be able to identify which suggestions to let through and
which to reject. this was a huge milestone for us, and one that made us realize that we could make
grammarly a robust writing assistant. once we had identified the suggestions that werent writing
assistants suggestions, we could then use the same context-based approach to identify the
suggestions that did make writing more effective. these were the suggestions that we wanted to be
able to accept. grammarly suggestions arent the only way that we can help our users become more
efficient writers. if youre writing a document with pictures or tables, grammarly has built-in tools to
help you format the document correctly. if youre writing a message in the grammarly editor, you can
add, remove, and format text styles. if you have a document open in microsoft word, you can use
grammars in word to quickly add and remove custom headers, footers, and sections.
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the grammarly team continues to explore ways to make our grammarchecker smarter, while at the
same time preserving our users experience. to provide more context for users, we are working on

adding more rich context to the error and suggestion messages. for example, we want to give more
background on the piece of text the error appears in, how it was written, and how the user can correct
it. we also want to dig deeper into the error, perhaps to show something like the spelling of the word or

the other meanings of the word. this will require more work on the ml and nlp side. when are in the
process of building this new version of the grammarchecker, we want to a/b test it against the original
magic button ux, as we did with the initial version. today, we havent started a/b testing the new ux. we

know that users will resist our request to switch to a new ux, so we are thinking about how we can
encourage them to adopt the new ux. one option is to only show this feature to users who havent yet

used the original magic button ux. but we will only show them to 5 percent of our grammarly premium
users and then 10 percent of them. we would then be able to collect data on the new ux, as well as

data on the original ux, and we would have the option to use this information for a/b testing the new ux
against the original magic button ux. you can visit grammarly.comto download the grammarly browser
extension. remember enablegrammarly you try to use it. thefree downloadcomes with a wide variety of
features that can help you correct punctuation, spelling,grammar, and stylistic issues. if you decide to

purchase the premium version, you will even have access to a plagiarismchecker. 5ec8ef588b
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